Must You Feel Like It to Do It?
By
Larry F. Waldman, Ph.D., ABPP
A parent tells their young child to brush their teeth. The child responds, “I don’t want to; I don’t feel like
it.”
It is perfectly normal for children to believe that they must be in a certain mood state (feel like it) to do
something. Most parents, though, tell their child that they are sorry that they don’t feel like brushing
their teeth but go and do it anyway.
This child-like thinking continues for many adults. Unfortunately, as adults we often don’t have
someone making us do it anyway.
I recommend exercise as a great natural way to combat depression and/or anxiety. Numerous clinical
studies have demonstrated the mental (as well as the physical) value of exercise. When I ask my
patients how their exercise programs are going, all too often they tell me they have not gone to the gym
at all or not as often as recommended. When I question why that is, I almost always hear, “Because I
didn’t feel like it.”
Clearly, many of my depressed patients are operating under the notion they must feel like exercising
before they can. One of my patients recently chided me: “Dr. Waldman, you don’t seem to understand.
I’m depressed. When I feel better, I’ll go to the gym.” I responded: “I’m sorry; you’ve got it backwards.
When you start going to the gym, you’ll feel better.” People who wait to feel like working out before
they do, don’t work out too often.
A cornerstone of behavioral psychology is: “It is far easier to behave your way into a new feeling
than feel your way into a new behavior. Some mornings I don’t particularly feel like going to the gym,
but I go anyway. Five minutes on the stationary bike and I’m glad I came. Push the proper behavior and
the feeling soon follows.
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